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This paper considers scheduling problems where the processing of a set of jobs has been scheduled (i.e., planned) to
minimize a classical cost objective, under the assumption that the jobs are all available at the start of the planning horizon.
Before processing starts, however, the availability of a subset of the jobs is delayed. Therefore, the decision maker needs
to adjust the existing schedule to allow for the initial unavailability of those jobs, but without causing excessive disruption
to the schedule and expensive resource reallocations. The limit on allowable disruption is measured by the maximum time
disruption to any job, between the original and adjusted schedules. For the classical sum of weighted completion times
scheduling objective, we provide a computationally efficient optimal algorithm and an intractability proof showing that
such an algorithm is the best possible type of result. Also, we provide a linear time approximate solution procedure, show
that its worst-case performance ratio is a small constant, and demonstrate computationally that its average performance is
very close to optimal. Finally, we provide a fully polynomial time approximation scheme. We also summarize analogous
results for three other classical scheduling objectives. Our work is among the first to develop optimal algorithms, heuristics
with guaranteed performance bounds, and approximation schemes, for rescheduling problems.
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1. Introduction
A natural consequence of the frequent, unexpected disrup-
tions that occur in manufacturing practice is the need for
rescheduling. Among the most common types of disrup-
tion are: changes in release dates, the arrival of new orders,
order cancellations, changes in order priority, processing
delays, and machine breakdowns. Rescheduling involves
adjusting a previously planned schedule to account for a
disruption. This involves a trade-off between finding a cost-
efficient new schedule and avoiding excessive changes to
the previously planned schedule.
We consider the issue of how to reschedule jobs in a

manufacturing environment that experiences a disruption.
We assume that a set of jobs has been scheduled opti-
mally to minimize some classical cost objective. How-
ever, the processing of many of those jobs has not begun.
This situation arises wherever schedules are planned in
advance of their start date, which in practice typically
occurs hours or even days earlier. Based on the planned
schedule, resource allocations and delivery dates to cus-
tomers have been planned. Then, either before or during the
execution of the schedule, the dates at which some of the
jobs are available to start processing, known in the schedul-
ing literature as release dates, change. This most frequently
occurs as a result of poor supplier performance.

In recent years, rescheduling has attracted a consider-
able amount of research attention. This interest appears
to be motivated by both important practical issues and
interesting research problems. The need for rescheduling
in response to unexpected changes that take place in pro-
duction environments is commonplace in modern flexible
decision-making and manufacturing systems (Vieira et al.
2003). We discuss several specific examples of practical
rescheduling problems from industry. Bean et al. (1991)
consider an automobile industry application for which they
develop a match-up scheduling approach that compen-
sates for subsequent disruptions. Zweben et al. (1993)
describe the GERRY scheduling and rescheduling sys-
tem for ground processing of the space shuttle. Clausen
et al. (2001) describe a shipyard application that involves
the management of large steel plates; when a disruption
changes the order in which the plates are needed, then
rescheduling is required. Yu et al. (2003), in their work that
received the 2002 Edelman Award of INFORMS, describe
an optimization-based approach for rescheduling aircraft
operations to compensate for disruptions.
Extensive reviews of the rescheduling literature are pro-

vided by Davenport and Beck (2000), Vieira et al. (2003),
Aytug et al. (2005), and Herroelen and Leus (2005). There-
fore, we review only the works that are directly related
to this paper. Wu et al. (1992) consider the problem of
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rescheduling a job shop after a disruption to minimize the
makespan and the total difference between the start times
of operations in the original and new schedules. Unal et al.
(1997) insert new jobs into an original schedule to mini-
mize the total weighted completion time or makespan of
the new jobs, without incurring additional setups or caus-
ing jobs to become late. They provide efficient algorithms,
intractability results, and heuristics with guaranteed perfor-
mance bounds. Hall and Potts (2004) consider scheduling
problems where a new set of jobs arrives and creates a dis-
ruption to a planned schedule of original jobs. Hall et al.
(2007) consider multiple arrivals of new jobs.
This paper investigates the trade-off between the schedul-

ing cost of the jobs and the extent of the disruption that
arises from the unavailability of some of the jobs, to the
previously planned schedule. Our scheduling cost is the
sum of weighted completion times of the jobs, although we
also summarize analogous results for the maximum late-
ness, the makespan, and the sum of completion times. In
many situations—for example, those where customer good-
will is reduced by a disruption—the cost of the disruption
may be hard to estimate. Therefore, we model the amount
of disruption as a constraint rather than as a cost. The
paper provides optimal rescheduling methods that require
very little computation time, in most cases only a few sec-
onds, even for large problems. Approximation methods that
run even faster, in linear time, and have small worst-case
bounds and are very close to optimal average performance,
are also described. Because those methods run so quickly,
they can easily be used for rescheduling in even the most
rapidly changing manufacturing environment.
This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we intro-

duce our notation and define our modeling environment.
Section 3 presents an optimization algorithm and an
intractability result for the classical scheduling objective of
minimizing the total weighted completion time. Section 4
presents an approximation algorithm, and analyzes its worst-
case and average performance. Section 5 describes a fully
polynomial time approximation scheme. In each of §§3–5,
we also summarize analogous results for three other classi-
cal scheduling objectives. Finally, §6 contains a summary of
our results and suggestions for future research.

2. Model Definitions
In this section, we describe our notation and problem clas-
sification scheme, and we formally define our modeling
environment. Let J = �1� � � � � n� denote a set of jobs to be
processed nonpreemptively on a single machine. Let pj > 0
and wj � 0 denote the processing time and weight of job j ,
respectively, for j = 1� � � � � n. We assume throughout that
all pj and wj are known integers. Let pmax = maxj∈J �pj�,
P = ∑n

j=1 pj , and W = ∑n
j=1 wj . We assume that the jobs

of J have been scheduled optimally to minimize some clas-
sical objective and that �∗ is the resulting optimal schedule
with no idle time between the jobs.

Let R ⊆ J denote a subset of the jobs that, as a result of
a disruption, will not be available for processing until some
integer time r > 0. Possible extensions to allow multiple
release dates for the jobs of R are discussed in §6. In the
original problem all jobs are available for processing at
time zero, and in the disrupted problem the jobs of J\R are
also available for processing at time zero. We assume that
this information becomes available after �∗ has been deter-
mined, but before processing begins. If the new information
becomes available after the start of processing, then the pro-
cessed jobs of J are removed from the problem, any partly
processed jobs of J are processed to completion, and J is
updated accordingly. If R = J , then the problem is equiva-
lent to a processing delay or machine breakdown that pre-
vents the processing of any jobs during the interval �0� r�.
For any schedule 	 of the jobs of J , we define the fol-

lowing variables for j ∈ J :

Cj
	� = the time at which job j is completed;

�j
	�=�Cj
	�−Cj
�
∗��� the time disruption of job j .

When there is no ambiguity, we simplify Cj
	� and �j
	�
to Cj and �j , respectively. Let 	∗ denote an optimal
schedule.
The standard classification scheme for scheduling prob-

lems (Graham et al. 1979) is ����, where  indicates the
scheduling environment, � describes the job characteris-
tics or restrictive requirements, and � defines the objec-
tive function to be minimized. We consider single machine
problems, thus implying that  = 1. Under �, we write rR to
denote that all the jobs in the set R have release date r . Also
under �, we use �max � k to indicate that maxj∈J ��j�� k,
where k is a positive integer. That is, no job can have a
time disruption that exceeds k. This constraint ensures that
all customers receive a reasonable level of service. Under
�, we also write pmtn when preemption is allowed in order
to obtain a lower bound. Our results focus mainly on the∑

wjCj objective, or more formally � = ∑
j∈J wjCj , the

total weighted completion time of the jobs. However, we
also summarize some results for � ∈ �Cmax�Lmax�

∑
Cj�,

where Cmax = maxj∈J �Cj� is the makespan of the jobs,
Lmax = maxj∈J �Cj − dj� is the maximum lateness of the
jobs, where dj represents a given due date for job j , and∑

Cj =∑
j∈J Cj is the total completion time of the jobs.

The choice of �∗ for the total weighted completion time
objective is defined by a shortest weighted processing time
(SWPT) sequence in which the jobs appear in nondecreas-
ing order of pj/wj (Smith 1956). We index the jobs so that
�∗ is defined by the sequence 
1� � � � � n�. For notational
convenience, we write �∗ = 
1� � � � � n�. The sequences that
define �∗ for any of the objective functions considered in
this paper are constructed by priority index rules, indicat-
ing that given an arbitrary sequence where an adjacent pair
of jobs appears in the reverse order to that in �∗, an inter-
change of this pair of jobs leads to a schedule in which the
value of � is either smaller or the same.
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3. Optimization Algorithms and
Intractability

3.1. General Properties

The constraint �max � k implies that, in a feasible sched-
ule 	 , Cj
	� � Cj
�

∗� − k and Cj
	� � Cj
�
∗� + k, for

j = 1� � � � � n. Accordingly, each job j has an implied release
date r̄j = Cj
�

∗� − pj − k and an implied deadline d̄j =
Cj
�

∗� + k. We refer to the partial schedule of jobs that
start processing before time r as the earlier schedule; jobs
that start processing at time r or later form the later sched-
ule. All jobs of R are contained in the later schedule. Also,
let h =min�i � i ∈ R�.
We first consider a special case of problem 1 � rR��max �

k � � that is easy to solve.

Lemma 1. In problem 1 � rR��max � k � �, if
∑h−1

i=1 pi � r ,
then �∗ is optimal.

Proof. Because �∗ provides an optimal schedule for the
unconstrained problem 1��, and under the stated condition
that the schedule is also feasible for the constrained prob-
lem 1 � rR��max � k � �, the result follows immediately. �

In view of Lemma 1, we henceforth assume that
h−1∑
i=1

pi < r� (1)

Moreover, if r > d̄h − ph = Ch
�
∗� − ph + k, then job h

cannot be scheduled within the allowable time disruption,
and the problem is infeasible. Therefore, we assume that

r �Ch
�
∗� − ph + k� (2)

We now establish that inequality (2) is sufficient to
ensure feasibility.

Lemma 2. Under condition (2), problem 1 � rR��max �

k � � is feasible.

Proof. We construct a schedule 	 in which the earlier
schedule comprises jobs 1� � � � � h − 1 that are scheduled in
the same time intervals as in �∗, and the later schedule
comprises jobs h� � � � � n that are scheduled in this order,
starting at time r , with no idle time between the jobs.
Clearly, the earlier schedule is feasible. For any job j in the
later schedule, Cj
	� = r + ∑j

i=h pi � Ch
�
∗� − ph + k +∑j

i=h pi = Cj
�
∗� + k = d̄j , where the inequality follows

from (2), and also Cj
	� � Cj
�
∗� � r̄j . Therefore, 	 is

feasible. �

From the assumption that (2) holds and from Lemma 2,
we restrict our attention to problem instances that are
feasible.
Our next result establishes the order of jobs in the earlier

and later schedules.

Lemma 3. There exists an optimal schedule 	∗ for problem
1 � rR��max � k � � in which:
(a) the jobs in the earlier schedule are sequenced in the

same order as in �∗;
(b) the jobs in the later schedule are sequenced in the

same order as in �∗.

Proof. (a) Consider first the earlier schedule in 	∗. If
property (a) is not satisfied, let j and i be the first pair
of jobs (j� i ∈ J\R) for which i precedes j in �∗ but j
immediately precedes i in 	∗. Because Ci
�

∗� < Cj
�
∗�,

we have r̄i < r̄j and d̄i < d̄j . Interchange jobs j and i to
obtain a new schedule 	 ′, where jobs i and j occupy the
same time interval as in 	∗, with job i starting at time
Cj
	

∗�−pj and job j completing at time Ci
	
∗�. Because

Ci
	
′�−pi = Cj
	

∗�−pj � r̄j > r̄i and Cj
	
′� = Ci
	

∗��
d̄i < d̄j , it follows that 	 ′ is feasible. Moreover, because
�∗ is obtained by a priority index rule, we have �
	 ′� �
�
	∗�. Therefore, 	 ′ is also an optimal schedule. A finite
number of repetitions of this argument establishes part (a).
(b) An identical interchange argument to that used in

part (a) establishes the sequence of the jobs in the later
schedule. �

We now establish a result that provides more spe-
cific properties about the structure of the earlier and later
schedules.

Lemma 4. There exists an optimal schedule 	∗ for problem
1 � rR��max � k � �, where all jobs are started as early as
possible, in which:
(a) Cj
	

∗� � Cj
�
∗� for each job j in the earlier

schedule;
(b) jobs 1� � � � � h − 1 appear in index order at the start

of the schedule;
(c) job h is the first job in the later schedule;
(d) Cj
	

∗� � Cj
�
∗� and Cj
	

∗� − Cj
�
∗� � Ch
	

∗� −
Ch
�

∗�, for each job j in the later schedule.

Proof. We consider each part separately.
(a) Every job that precedes any job j in the earlier

schedule in 	∗ also precedes job j in �∗, as a consequence
of part (a) of Lemma 3. Because the jobs in 	∗ start as
early as possible, the desired result follows.
(b) If each of jobs 1� � � � � h − 1 appears in the earlier

schedule in 	∗, then the result follows from part (a) of
Lemma 3. Otherwise, let i � h − 1 denote the job with
the smallest index that appears in the later schedule in 	∗,
where i ∈ J\R from the definition of h. Part (b) of Lemma 3
establishes that job i appears first in the later sched-
ule. Moreover, part (a) of Lemma 3 establishes that jobs
1� � � � � i − 1 appear at the start of the earlier schedule and
are scheduled in the same time intervals as in �∗, with no
idle time between these jobs. Job i is immediately preceded
by some job j in 	∗, where j is in the earlier schedule.
We note that there is no idle time between jobs j and i
because otherwise job i would be scheduled earlier, and
that j > i. The interchange argument used in part (a) of
the proof of Lemma 3 shows that jobs j and i can be
interchanged, thereby yielding an alternative optimal sched-
ule. Moreover, a finite number of interchanges of this type
yields an optimal schedule in which jobs 1� � � � � h − 1 are
sequenced in index order at the start of the earlier schedule.
(c) From the definition of h, we deduce from part (b) of

Lemma 3 that job h is the first job in the later schedule.
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(d) The sequencing results of Lemma 3 show that
each job j in the later schedule in 	∗ is preceded by
jobs 1� � � � � j − 1, and recall that only these jobs pre-
cede job j in �∗. Therefore, Cj
	

∗��Cj
�
∗� as required,

and this implies that 	∗ has no idle time between jobs
in the later schedule. Moreover, Cj
	

∗� − Ch
	
∗� �

Cj
�
∗� − Ch
�

∗�, which implies that Cj
	
∗� − Cj
�

∗� �
Ch
	

∗� − Ch
�
∗�. �

Part (a) of Lemma 4 shows that no job in the earlier
schedule in 	∗ can complete later than it does in �∗, and
therefore the implied deadlines of jobs in the earlier sched-
ule are redundant for schedules constructed in accordance
with Lemmas 3 and 4. Similarly, the implied release dates
are redundant for jobs in the later schedule, as a result of
part (d). Moreover, part (d) also shows that the feasibility
of the later schedule in 	 depends only on the feasibility
of its first job h, without the need to check that other jobs
satisfy their implied deadlines.
We now present another special case that is based on a

partitioning of the problem.

Lemma 5. In problem 1 � rR, �max � k � �, if

max
j∈J\R

Cj
�
∗�� r�

then an optimal solution schedules the jobs of J\R
in �∗ order as early as possible within the interval
�0�maxj∈J\R Cj
�

∗�� and schedules the jobs of R in �∗

order as early as possible, starting at time r .

Proof. Under the condition of the lemma, optimal sched-
ules can be found for the jobs of J\R (in the earlier
schedule) and of R (in the later schedule), independently of
each other. Parts (a) and (b), respectively, of Lemma 3 define
the processing sequences for these jobs. �

Lemma 5 specifies conditions under which a partition-
ing approach solves the problem. To avoid such cases, we
henceforth restrict our attention to instances in which

r < max
j∈J\R

Cj
�
∗�� (3)

From the above results, we may restrict our search for
an optimal schedule for which:
(a) the earlier schedule starts with jobs 1� � � � � h− 1 and

sequences its jobs in �∗ order, while respecting the implied
release date constraints;
(b) the later schedule starts with job h and sequences

its jobs in �∗ order without idle time between jobs, with
feasibility ensured if the implied deadline constraint for
job h is satisfied.

3.2. Total Weighted Completion Time

We present a dynamic programming algorithm problem
1 � rR��max � k � ∑wjCj . The algorithm uses the fol-
lowing preprocessing step: Find h, the start job of the
later schedule, and compute the implied release dates r̄j =
Cj
�

∗�−pj −k for j ∈ J\R, and the implied deadline d̄h =
Ch
�

∗� + k of job h. Note that �∗ indexes the jobs in
SWPT order.

Algorithm TWCOA

ValueFunction. f 
j� t1� t2�w� =minimum totalweighted
completion time for a schedule of jobs 1� � � � � j , where
jobs of the earlier schedule occupy the interval �0� t1�, jobs
of the later schedule are currently scheduled in the inter-
val �0� t2� but will subsequently be appended to the earlier
schedule, and jobs of the later schedule have a total weight
of w.
Boundary Condition.

f 
h� t0� ph�wh� =
h−1∑
i=1

wi

i∑
j=1

pj + whph� where t0 =
h−1∑
i=1

pi�

Optimal Solution Value.

min
t0�t1�T �ph�t2�P−t0�wh�w�W−w0

�f 
n� t1� t2�w� + wmax�t1� r���

where T =min�P� r +pmax−1� d̄h −ph� and w0 =∑h−1
i=1 wi.

Recurrence Relation.

f 
j� t1� t2�w� =min

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

f 
j − 1� t1� t2 − pj�w − wj� + wjt2

f 
j − 1� t1 − pj� t2�w� + wjt1�

if j ∈ J\R� r̄j + pj < t1

min
t0�t′1�t1−pj

�f 
j − 1� t′
1� t2�w� + wjt1��

if j ∈ J\R� r̄j + pj = t1

for j = h + 1� � � � � n, t1 = t0� � � � � T , t2 = ph� � � � � P − t0,
w = wh� � � � �W − w0.
In Algorithm TWCOA, we initialize the earlier and later

schedule with jobs 1� � � � � h−1 occupying the earlier sched-
ule starting at time zero, and job h occupying the later
schedule starting at time zero. The first equation in the
recurrence relation places job j in the later schedule to
complete at time t2. The second and third equations place
job j in the earlier schedule to complete at time t1. Job j
starts after its implied release date r̄j in the second equation
and therefore is not preceded by idle time, but starts at its
implied release date in the third equation, thereby allowing
the possibility of idle time immediately before the start of
its processing. In the optimal solution value step, the ear-
lier and later schedules are concatenated so that the later
schedule starts at time max�t1� r�.

Theorem 1. Algorithm TWCOA finds an optimal schedule
for problem 1 � rR��max � k �∑wjCj in O
nPT W� time.

Proof. Because Algorithm TWCOA uses the structural
properties that are justified in Lemmas 3 and 4, and com-
pares the cost of all possible state transitions, it generates
an optimal schedule. From the inequalities j � n, t1 � T ,
t2 � P , and w � W , the number of possible values for the
state variables is O
nPT W�. The first and second equations
in the recurrence relation require constant time. The third
equation requires O
T � time, but is computed for only one
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value of t1 for each value of j . Therefore, the overall time
complexity of Algorithm TWCOA is O
nPTW�. �

The following negative result for problem 1 � rR��max �

k � ∑wjCj shows that the pseudopolynomial time algo-
rithm in Theorem 1 provides the best type of result possi-
ble, unless P = NP .

Theorem 2. The recognition version of problem 1 � rR�
�max � k �∑wjCj is binary NP -complete, even for the case
of unit weights.

Proof. For k sufficiently large, the constraint becomes
redundant. Because Rinnooy Kan (1976) shows that the
recognition version of the classical problem 1�rj �

∑
Cj is

binary NP -complete for the case of a single nonzero release
date, the result follows. �

3.3. Other Objectives

The online companion, which is available as part of
the online version that can be found at http://or.journals.
informs.org/, provides a detailed analysis of optimal algo-
rithms that are similar to TWCOA for problems 1 � rR,
�max � k �∑Lmax, and 1 � rR��max � k � Cmax. We now pro-
vide an overview of that analysis.
For the maximum lateness problem, the algorithm with

a time complexity of O
nPT � is simpler than TWCOA in
that the state variable w is eliminated. For the makespan
problem, a further simplification is possible, with a sin-
gle state variable that represents idle time replacing both
t1 and t2. This reduces the time complexity to O
nT �. In
both cases, the three equations in the recurrence relation
are similar to those in Algorithm TWCOA. The recognition
versions of both problems are binary NP-complete.
For problem 1 � rR��max � k � ∑Cj , the application of

Algorithm TWCOA requires O
n2PT � time. It follows
from Theorem 2 that the recognition version of this prob-
lem is binary NP-complete.

4. Approximation Algorithms

4.1. Lower Bound

For problem 1 � rR��max � k � �, we propose the follow-
ing generic approximation algorithm (GAA). The jobs are
considered in �∗ order, and those in J\R are scheduled as
early as possible in the earlier schedule, provided that this
allows the later schedule to start at time r . The remain-
ing jobs are scheduled in �∗ order in the later schedule.
A formal description now follows.

Algorithm GAA

Initialization. Schedule jobs 1� � � � � h − 1 in index order
in the interval �0�

∑h−1
i=1 pi�, and schedule job h in the inter-

val �r� r + ph�.
Scheduling. For jobs h + 1� � � � � n, schedule each at the

earliest feasible time, subject to not delaying a previously
scheduled job.

Output. Output the resulting schedule, 	H , and its
cost, zH .
The requirement not to move a previously scheduled job

later in the scheduling step of Algorithm GAA is motivated
by the observation that doing so may result in infeasibil-
ity or an increase in the cost of the schedule. Algorithm
GAA requires O
n� time, and the feasibility of the result-
ing schedule is guaranteed by Property (b) in the discussion
following Lemma 5.
In our analysis of the performance of Algorithm GAA,

we use z∗ to denote the optimal cost for a given prob-
lem instance. We derive worst-case performance bounds
for Algorithm GAA by establishing an upper bound on the
value of the ratio zH/z∗ over all problem instances.

To provide a lower bound on the value of z∗ for the total
weighted completion-time objective function, we consider
a relaxation of problem 1 � rR��max � k � ∑wjCj . Because
the recognition version of problem 1 � rj �pmtn � ∑wjCj is
unary NP -complete (Labetoulle et al. 1984), we consider
a job-splitting relaxation (Belouadah et al. 1992), where a
job may be split into pieces and a cost is incurred on com-
pletion of each piece. We propose the following algorithm
to solve this relaxation.

Algorithm XOA

Initialization. Schedule jobs 1� � � � � h − 1 in index order
in the interval �0�

∑h−1
i=1 pi�, and schedule job h in the inter-

val �r� r + ph�.
Scheduling. For jobs h+1� � � � � n, schedule each to start

at the earliest feasible time, subject to not delaying any
previously scheduled job. If some job j is scheduled to start
at time t, where r − pj < t < r , then job j is split into
two pieces j1 and j2, with j1 occupying the time interval
�t� r�, where pj1

= r − t, wj1
= pj1

wj/pj , pj2
= pj − pj1

,
and wj2

= pj2
wj/pj . The pieces j1 and j2 are regarded as

separate jobs, and after job j has been replaced by j2, all
remaining jobs are then processed in �∗ order in the later
schedule.
Output. Output the resulting schedule, 	X , and its

cost, zX , where the contribution wj1
pj2

is added to the cost
when job j is split in the scheduling step.
Algorithm XOA creates at most one split, which occurs

at time r . All subsequent jobs are then placed in the later
schedule. We next establish that Algorithm XOA provides
a lower bound on z∗.

Theorem 3. For problem 1 � rR��max � k � ∑wjCj , Algo-
rithm XOA finds a lower bound zX � z∗.

Proof. The result is proved by establishing the optimal-
ity of Algorithm XOA for the relaxed problem. Let 	
denote an optimal schedule for the corresponding relaxed
scheduling problem. Let the set of jobs or job pieces that
complete processing up to time r be denoted E, and the
set of jobs or job pieces that start processing after time r
be denoted L. From the initialization and scheduling steps,
Algorithm XOA schedules the lowest-indexed available
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jobs up to time r . Now assume that the jobs of E are not
the lowest indexed available jobs in schedule 	 . Then there
exists a job i ∈ 
J\R� ∩ L or a job piece li ∈ 
J\R� ∩ L of
job i in the later schedule in 	 , where this job or job piece
is chosen so that i is the lowest possible index, and a job
j ∈ E or a job piece ej ∈ E of job j , where j > i.
We now show how to construct an alternative optimal

schedule, 	 ′, where we allow any splitting of the jobs. Jobs
i and j are removed from 	 and the empty time intervals
are filled, first scheduling all processing of job i as early
as possible, and then filling the remaining intervals with
processing of job j . Because j > i implies that r̄i < r̄j and
d̄i < d̄j , this transformation results in a feasible schedule.
We consider the resulting change in cost. The SWPT

indexing implies that pi/wi � pj/wj . For this analysis, the
job-splitting principle allows us to regard the transforma-
tion from 	 to 	 ′ as comprising a series of interchanges
of pieces of jobs i and j , where each piece has a unit pro-
cessing time. Specifically, each interchange involves a unit
piece of job j with weight wj/pj and a piece of job i with
weight wi/pi, where the piece of job j is scheduled ear-
lier. Because i < j implies wj/pj �wi/pi, each interchange
does not increase the value of the objective function, and
therefore

∑
wgCg
	

′��
∑

wgCg
	�.
Thus, 	 ′ is optimal. A finite number of repetitions of

the above interchange results in the same subsets of jobs in
the earlier and later schedules, as obtained in the schedul-
ing step of Algorithm XOA. Arguments similar to those in
Lemma 3 show that an optimal sequence of jobs is obtained
from the �∗ order, as implemented in the initialization and
scheduling steps of Algorithm XOA. �

4.2. Total Weighted Completion Time

We now consider the worst-case performance of Algorithm
GAA for problem 1 � rR��max � k �∑wjCj .

Theorem 4. For problem 1 � rR��max � k � ∑wjCj , Algo-
rithm GAA has a worst-case bound of 2, and no better
performance bound exists for Algorithm GAA.

Proof. If no job is split in schedule 	X , then 	H = 	X ,
which implies that 	H is optimal. Otherwise, some job j
is split into two pieces j1 and j2 in 	X , where piece j1 is
scheduled in the interval �r −pj1

� r�. Here, let t denote the
time from the completion of processing of piece j1 to the
start of processing of piece j2 in 	X . Also, let W X denote
the total weight of the jobs that follow piece j2 in 	X .
The main idea of the proof is to compare the schedules

	H and 	X . Jobs 1� � � � � j − 1 are scheduled identically in
the two schedules, so that

j−1∑
i=1

wiCi
	
H� =

j−1∑
i=1

wiCi
	
X�� (4)

In schedule 	X , piece j1 is scheduled in the inter-
val �r − pj1

� r�, and piece j2 is scheduled in the interval

�r + t� r + t + pj2
�. Thus, pieces j1 and j2 contribute

wj1
r + wj2


r + t + pj2
� + wj1

pj2
to the objective function,

which includes the contribution added in the output step of
Algorithm XOA. However, schedule 	H processes job j in
the interval �r + t� r + t + pj�, which provides an objective
function contribution of wj
r + t + pj�. Because wj2

pj1
=

wj1
pj2

, pj = pj1
+ pj2

, and wj = wj1
+ wj2

, we have

wj1
Cj1


	X� + wj2
Cj2


	X� + wj1
pj2

= wjr + wj2
t + wjpj2

= wjCj
	
H� − wj1

t − wjpj1
�

which implies that

wjCj
	
H� = 
wj1

Cj1

	X� + wj2

Cj2

	X� + wj1

pj2
�

+ wj1
t + wjpj1

� (5)

Finally, we consider the jobs j +1� � � � � n scheduled after
piece j2 in schedule 	X . In schedule 	H , some of these jobs
may be scheduled in the interval �r − pj1

� r�. However, the
construction of the schedules ensures no job starts process-
ing more than pj1

units later in 	H than in 	X . Therefore,

n∑
i=j+1

wiCi
	
H��

n∑
i=j+1

wiCi
	
X� + W Xpj1

� (6)

Combining (4), (5), and (6), we obtain

zH − z∗
� zH − zX

�wj1
t + wjpj1

+ W Xpj1

�wjt + wjpj + W Xpj� (7)

To complete our analysis, we establish a lower bound on
z∗ by considering job j and all jobs of the later schedule in
	X excluding the piece j2. Under this relaxation, these jobs
are processed in SWPT order, starting from time zero, so
that job j is processed in the interval �t� t +pj�. We further
relax the problem by setting the weights of jobs scheduled
before job j to zero, and setting the processing times of
jobs scheduled after job j to zero. Thus, we obtain

z∗
�wj
t + pj� + W X
t + pj�� (8)

Combining inequalities (7) and (8) yields the desired
inequality zH � 2z∗.
The following instance of problem 1 � rR��max � k �∑
wjCj shows that no better bound exists. The instance is

defined by: n = 3; p1 = 1� p2 = 1� p3 = r ; w1 = 1, w2 = 1,
w3 = r ; �∗ = 
1�2�3�; R = �1�; and k = 2r . In schedule
	H , jobs 1, 2, and 3 are scheduled in the intervals �r� r +1�,
�0�1�, and �r +1�2r +1�, respectively; thus, zH = 
r +1�+
1 + r
2r + 1� = 2r2 + 2r + 2. In schedule 	∗, jobs 1, 2,
and 3 are scheduled in the intervals �r� r +1�, �r +1� r +2�,
and �0� r�, respectively; thus, zH = 
r +1�+ 
r +2�+ r2 =
r2 + 2r + 3. Therefore,

lim
r→
 zH/z∗ = lim

r→

2− 
2r + 4�/
r2 + 2r + 3�� = 2�

which shows that no better bound exists for Algorithm
GAA. �
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4.3. Other Objectives

The online companion provides a detailed analysis of the
worst-case performance of Algorithm GAA for the other
three scheduling objectives. We now provide an overview
of that analysis.
For the maximum lateness objective, we make the stan-

dard assumption that all due dates are nonpositive; other-
wise, the worst-case performance bound is not well defined.
For both the maximum lateness and makespan problems,
we establish a worst-case bound of 2. Our analysis shows
that the difference in completion time between the 	H

and �∗ schedules for any job j in the later schedule is
bounded by the amount of idle time in the schedule. The
bound follows because this idle time cannot exceed r , and
r � P � z∗.

For the total completion time objective, a worst case
bound of 5/3 is established by comparing 	H with an opti-
mal preemptive schedule. The result is proved by showing
that the difference in the total completion time for these
two schedules is bounded by 2z∗/3.

4.4. Computational Testing

We test Algorithm GAA on 5,400 randomly generated
problem instances. These instances are generated accord-
ing to the four principles and eight properties required by
a random generation scheme (Hall and Posner 2001). In
particular, because our preliminary testing revealed that the
value of k does not significantly affect the performance
of Algorithm GAA, the parsimony property suggests that
a midrange value of k = r + 0�25
P − r� should be used
throughout our main experiment. Also, we satisfy the vari-
ety property by performing experiments with 100, 300,
and 1,000 jobs, where 10%, 20%, or 50% of the jobs
have their start delayed until time r or later, i.e., �R� =
0�1n, �R� = 0�2n, or �R� = 0�5n. We randomly generate
pj ∼ U�a� � � � � b� and dj ∼ U�a� � � � � 
a + b�n/3�, where
a = 1 or a = 81 and b = 100, and wj ∼ U�1� � � � �10�, for
j = 1� � � � � n. Having computed P = ∑n

j=1 pj , we generate
instances with r = 0�1P , r = 0�2P , and r = 0�5P . For each
value of n, �R�, a, and r , 100 random instances are gener-
ated, thus providing a total of 5,400 instances. We consider
only problem instances that satisfy the feasibility condition
(2) and the nontriviality conditions given by (1) and (3)
through removing infeasible or trivial instances. The algo-
rithms are coded in the C++ language, compiled using the
Microsoft Visual C++ compiler, and run on a Pentium III
500 MHz personal computer with 128 MB of memory. The
mean computation time for an instance with 1,000 jobs is
approximately 0.11 seconds for both Algorithms GAA and
XOA, where Algorithm XOA is modified in a straightfor-
ward way for the maximum lateness, makespan, and total
completion time objective functions by preempting jobs
rather than splitting them.
Our computational results are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Columns 2 through 9 list relative percentage errors of the

Table 1. Effect of n on performance of Algorithm
GAA.

n T WC T WC+ C C+ L L+ TC TC+

100 0�75 1�97 0�55 1�09 1�15 3�23 0�71 1�45
300 0�28 1�64 0�18 0�36 0�37 0�93 0�22 0�48

1,000 0�08 0�19 0�05 0�11 0�10 0�26 0�07 0�14

Table 2. Effect of r/P on performance of Algorithm
GAA.

r/P T WC T WC+ C C+ L L+ TC TC+

0.10 0�48 1�26 0�19 0�41 0�79 2�11 0�36 0�78
0.20 0�46 1�12 0�25 0�49 0�81 2�24 0�38 0�77
0.50 0�17 0�41 0�33 0�66 0�01 0�08 0�25 0�53

solution cost, zH , obtained from Algorithm GAA, com-
pared to the lower bound, zX , on the optimal cost, i.e.,
100
zH − zX�/zX . The second column lists the means,
T WC, of the relative percentage error over 1,800 randomly
generated problem instances in each row for the

∑
wjCj

objective, whereas the third column lists the largest rela-
tive percentage errors, T WC+. Similar results appear for
Cmax as C and C+ in Columns 4 and 5; for Lmax as L and
L+ in Columns 6 and 7; and for

∑
Cj as TC and TC+ in

Columns 8 and 9.
The results in Tables 1 and 2 indicate that Algo-

rithm GAA is extremely effective at finding near optimal
solutions. The mean relative error between the cost of the
solution from Algorithm GAA and the lower bound from
Algorithm XOA is 0.37% for the

∑
wjCj objective over the

5,400 problem instances tested. Similar results are achieved
for the three other objectives. The largest relative errors of
the solutions found by Algorithm GAA occur with smaller
numbers of jobs.
Table 1 shows that increases in the number of jobs result

in a significant improvement in performance. Also, Table 2
shows that increases in r/P above a value of 0.20 result in
a significant improvement in performance. The reason for
this is that the partial schedules are identical in Algorithms
GAA and XOA, up to the time when the job that is split in
XOA starts processing. Therefore, the larger the value of r ,
the more similar are the costs of the two algorithms for the∑

wjCj objective.

5. Approximation Schemes

5.1. Total Weighted Completion Time

This section describes a fully polynomial time approxima-
tion scheme (FPTAS) for problem 1 � rR��max � k �∑wjCj .
An FPTAS is a family of algorithms �A�� such that for any
� > 0, A� delivers a schedule that is within a factor 1+ �
of optimality and has a running time that is polynomial in
n and 1/�. An entertaining introduction to FPTAS design
is provided by Schuurman and Woeginger (2009).
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We start by describing an Algorithm TWCAS� that
defines our approximation scheme. It is based on an
approximate dynamic program. The enumeration within the
dynamic program appends a job to the earlier schedule and
to the later schedule. The state space is partitioned into
boxes, and we approximate the solution by retaining only
one state within any box. We assume that the preprocessing
step described in §3.2 is applied.

Algorithm TWCAS�

Initialization. Set j = h.
State Variables. 
j� t1� t2�w� v� corresponds to a partial

schedule containing jobs 1� � � � � j , where jobs of the earlier
schedule occupy the interval �0� t1�, jobs of the later sched-
ule are currently scheduled in the interval �0� t2� but will
subsequently be appended to the earlier schedule, w is the
total weight of jobs in the later schedule, and v is the total
weighted completion time of all scheduled jobs.
Initial State.(

h�
h−1∑
i=1

pi�ph�wh� v0

)
� where v0 =

h−1∑
j=1

wj

j∑
i=1

pi + whph�

Trial State Generation. For each state 
j� t1� t2�w� v�,
generate two trial states 
j + 1� t′

1� t′
2�w′� v′� = 
j + 1�

max�t1� r̄j+1� + pj+1� t2�w� v′� and 
j + 1� t′′
1 � t′′

2 �
w′′� v′′� = 
j + 1� t1� t2 + pj+1�w + wj+1� v′′�, where v′ =
v+wj+1
max�t1� r̄j+1�+pj+1� and v′′ = v+wj+1
t2+pj+1�.
The first of these trial states is only generated when
j + 1 ∈ J\R, t1 < r , and max�t1� r̄j+1� + pj+1 � d̄h − ph.
Trial State Labeling. For each trial state 
j + 1� t′

1�
t′
2�w′� v′� and 
j + 1� t′′

1 � t′′
2 �w′′� v′′�, attach the label 
j + 1�

�
t′
2���
w′���
v′��, and 
j + 1��
t′′

2 ���
w′′���
v′′��,
respectively, where the function � is defined by �
x� = �i

when a value of x satisfies �i � x < �i+1 and � = 1+�/
2n�.
Trial State Elimination. For each pair of trial states with

identical labels, eliminate the one with the larger value of
its t1 variable, choosing arbitrarily if the two t1 values are
identical.
Termination Test. If j + 1 < n, then set j = j + 1 and

return to the trial state generation step. Otherwise, select
a state 
n� t̂1� t̂2� �w� v̂�, where �wmax�t̂1� r� + v̂ is smallest,
and backtrack to find the corresponding schedule �	�.

The state variables in Algorithm TWCAS� are defined
as 
j� t1� t2�w� v�. The trial state generation step appends
job j + 1 to the earlier and to the later schedule to create
two trial states 
j� t′

1� t′
2�w′� v′� and 
j + 1� t′′

1 � t′′
2 �w′′� v′′�.

The trial state labeling step attaches labels 
j + 1�
�
t′

2���
w′���
v′�� and 
j + 1��
t′′
2 ���
w′′���
v′′��,

where �
t′
2�, �
w′�, and �
v′� are close to the values of the

corresponding state variables t′
2, w

′, and v′ (and similarly for
�
t′′

2 �, �
w′′�, and �
v′′�). On this basis, when two states
have the same label, one of them is eliminated in the trial
state elimination step. The final part of the termination test
step appends the later schedule to the earlier schedule, start-
ing at time max�t̂1� r�, and then selects a state for which the
corresponding total weighted completion time is smallest.

Algorithm TWCAS� bases its elimination on boxes
whose coordinates increase geometrically. The coordi-
nates of the boxes are 
�m1� �m2� �m3�, 
�m1+1� �m2� �m3�,

�m1� �m2+1� �m3�, 
�m1� �m2� �m3+1�, 
�m1+1� �m2+1� �m3�,

�m1+1� �m2� �m3+1�, 
�m1� �m2+1� �m3+1�, and 
�m1+1� �m2+1�
�m3+1�, for positive integers m1, m2, and m3. Multiplicative
errors arise due to mapping each label to the smallest coor-
dinates in its box for state elimination rather than using the
actual value of the label. However, as we show below, this
produces an overall error of less than �n, which is sufficient
for our purposes.

Theorem 5. The family of Algorithms �T WCAS��, for
� > 0, is an FPTAS for problem 1 � rR��max � k � ∑wjCj ,
with O

n4/�3� logP logW log
PW�� running time.

Proof. We start by analyzing the cost of the solution deliv-
ered by Algorithm TWCAS�. First, we use induction to
establish that the states that remain after applying the trial
state elimination step provide a good approximation to
those that would be obtained under an exact dynamic pro-
gram in which the definition of � in the trial state labeling
step is changed to the identity function defined by �
x� =
x. Specifically, our induction hypothesis states that given
any state 
j� t1� t2�w� v� that is obtained under the exact
dynamic program, a state 
j� t̃1� t̃2� w� ṽ� is generated by
Algorithm TWCAS� with (i) t̃1 � t1, (ii) t̃2 � �j−ht2, (iii)
w � �j−hw, and (iv) ṽ � �j−hv. Our proof uses induction on
j − h. The hypothesis is easily seen to hold for j − h = 1.
Suppose that the hypothesis holds for j − h = 1� � � � �

l − 1. Let 
h + l − 1� t1� t2�w� v� define the values of the
state variables corresponding to the first h + l − 1 jobs for
some state in the exact dynamic program. First, we assume
that job h + l appears in the earlier schedule obtained
under the exact dynamic program. In the exact dynamic
program, this yields a state 
h + l� t′

1� t′
2�w′� v′�, where

t′
1 = max�t1� r̄h+l� + ph+l, t′

2 = t2, w′ = w, and v′ = v +
wh+l
max�t1� r̄h+l�+ph+l�. By the induction hypothesis, we
have a state with values 
h + l − 1� t̃1� t̃2� w� ṽ� generated
by Algorithm TWCAS� for which t̃1 � t1, t̃2 � �l−1t2, w �

�l−1w, and ṽ � �l−1v. The trial state resulting from schedul-
ing job h+ l in the earlier schedule in Algorithm TWCAS�

is 
h + l� t̃′
1� t̃′

2� w′� ṽ′�, where t̃′
1 = max�t̃1� r̄h+l� + ph+l,

t̃′
2 = t̃2, w′ = w, and ṽ′ = ṽ + wh+l
max�t̃1� r̄h+l� + ph+l�.
However, this trial state may be eliminated by another trial
state 
h + l� �1� �2�����, where �1 � t̃′

1, �2 � �t̃′
2, �� � w′,

and � � �ṽ′, because both of these trial states may have the
same label. For the trial state 
h + l� �1� �2�����, we have

(i) �1 � t̃′
1 = max�t̃1� r̄h+l� + ph+l � max�t1� r̄h+l� +

ph+l = t′
1;

(ii) �2 � �t̃′
2 = �t̃2 � �lt2 = �lt′

2;
(iii) �� � w′ = � w � �lw = �lw′;
(iv) � � �ṽ′ = �ṽ + �wh+l
max�t̃1� r̄h+l� + ph+l� < �lv +

�lwh+l
max�t1� r̄h+l� + ph+l� = �lv′.
This establishes that the induction hypothesis holds for j =
h+l when job h+l appears in the earlier schedule obtained
under the exact dynamic program.
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We now consider the alternative case where job h + l
appears in the later schedule obtained under the exact
dynamic program. In the exact dynamic program, this yields
a state 
h + l� t′′

1 � t′′
2 �w′′� v′′�, where t′′

1 = t1, t′′
2 = t2 + ph+l,

w′′ = w +wh+l, and v′′ = v +wh+l
t2 +ph+l�. By the induc-
tion hypothesis, we have a state 
h + l − 1� t̃1� t̃2� w� ṽ� in
the approximate dynamic program for which t̃1 � t1, t̃2 �
�l−1t2, w � �l−1w, and ṽ � �l−1v. The trial state resulting
from scheduling job h + l in the later schedule in Algo-
rithm TWCAS� is 
h+ l� t̃′′

1 � t̃′′
2 � w′′� ṽ′′�, where t̃′′

1 = t̃1, t̃′′
2 =

t̃2 + ph+l, w′′ = w + wh+l, and ṽ′′ = ṽ + wh+l
t̃2 + ph+l�.
However, this trial state may be eliminated by another trial
state 
h+ l� �1� �2�����, where �1 � t̃′′

1 , �2 � �t̃′′
2 , �� � w′′,

and � � �ṽ′′, because both of these trial states may have the
same label. For the trial state 
h + l� �1� �2�����, we have:
(i) �1 � t̃′′

1 = t̃1 � t1 = t′′
1 ;

(ii) �2 � �t̃′′
2 = �t̃2 + �ph+l < �lt2 + �lph+l = �lt′′

2 ;
(iii) �� � w′′ = � w + �wh+l < �lw + �lwh+l = �lw′′;
(iv) � � �ṽ′′ = �ṽ+�wh+l
t̃2+ph+l� < �lv+�lwh+l
t2+

ph+l� = �lv′′.
This establishes that the induction hypothesis holds for
j = h + l when job h + l appears in the later sched-
ule obtained under the exact dynamic program. Thus, the
induction hypothesis holds in each case.
We now use the induction hypothesis to show that Algo-

rithm TWCAS� delivers a solution with the desired worst-
case bound. Let the state 
n� t1� t2�w� v� correspond to
an optimal solution in the exact dynamic program, which
yields a solution value

∑
wjCj
	

∗� = wmax�t1� r� + v.
Then the above induction argument shows that Algorithm
TWCAS� generates a state 
n� t̃1� t̃2� w� ṽ� with a solution
value wmax�t̃1� r� + ṽ, where t̃1 � t1, w � �n−hw, and ṽ �
�n−hv. Using these inequalities, we obtain wmax�t̃1� r� +
ṽ � �n−hwmax�t1� r� + �n−hv < �n
wmax�t1� r� + v�. We
now show that �n � 1 + �, for 0 � � � 2. This inequal-
ity follows because �n = 
1 + �/
2n��n is a convex func-
tion of �, whereas 1+ � is linear, and the inequality holds
at the ends of the range when � = 0 and � = 2. Thus,
we have established the desired inequality

∑
wjCj
 �	�� �


1+ ��
∑

wjCj
	
∗�.

It remains to analyze the time complexity of Algorithm
TWCAS�. Because at most one state is retained for each
possible label after the trial state elimination step, and each
state generates at most two trial states, the maximum num-
ber of retained states is twice the number of labels. The
labels are of the form 
j + 1��
t2���
w���
v��, where
j � n, t2 � P , w � W , and v � 2PW because 2PW is an
upper bound on the optimal solution value. The number of
possible values of �
t2� is given by

L = �log� P� = �lnP/ ln��� �
1+ 2n/�� lnP��

where the last inequality is obtained from � = 1+ �/
2n�
and the well-known inequality ln x � 
x − 1�/x for all
x � 1. Similarly, the number of values of �
w� is bounded
above by 
1 + 2n/�� lnW , and the number of values of

�
v� is bounded above by 
1 + 2n/�� ln
2PW�. Thus,
the overall time complexity of Algorithm TWCAS� is
O

n4/�3� logP logW log
PW��. �

5.2. Other Objectives

The online companion contains a detailed description of
fully polynomial time approximation schemes for the other
three scheduling objectives. We now provide an overview
of that analysis.
For the maximum lateness problem, we again adopt

the assumption that all due dates are nonpositive. The
state variables are 
j� t1� t2� v�, where v denotes the max-
imum lateness of the jobs in the later schedule. In the
trial state generation step, the values of v′ and v′′ are
given by v′ = v and v′′ = max�v� t2 + pj+1 − dj+1�. In
the trial state labeling step, the label associated with a
state 
j +1� t′

1� t′
2� v′� is 
j +1� �t′

2/�1��1� �v/�2��2�, where
�1 = �P/2n, and �2 = �Lmax
�

∗�/2. For a given value of
j , Algorithm LAS� assigns the trial states to equal-sized
boxes according to the values of 
t′

2� v′� and 
t′′
2 � v′′�, where

each box has coordinates 
m1�1�m2�2�, 

m1+1��1�m2�2�,

m1�1� 
m2 + 1��2�, and 

m1 +1��1� 
m2 +1��2�, for non-
negative integers m1 and m2. For any two states with the
same value of j and where the last two components of their
labels assign them to the same box, one of these states
is eliminated. However, additive approximation errors arise
through this approach of mapping each label to the small-
est coordinates in its box for state elimination rather than
using the actual value of the label. For t′

2, there is an error
of �1, but this error does not accumulate across iterations.
For t′′

2 , an error of at most �1 arises at each iteration, giving
an overall error of at most n�1. Similarly, for v′, there is
an error of �2 that does not accumulate, whereas for v′′, an
error of at most n�1 occurs when v′′ is determined by t2 +
pj+1 − dj+1 together with an additional error of at most �2.
Thus, the overall error for v′ or v′′ is at most n�1 + �2 =
�
P + Lmax
�

∗��/2 � �Lmax
	
∗�, and the termination test

step shows that this is the overall approximation error.
For the makespan problem, we use the same approx-

imation scheme as for the maximum lateness problem.
However, the variables t2 and v become identical, so v is
discarded. The analysis of the algorithm is similar to that
for the maximum lateness problem.
Finally, we consider the total completion time problem.

We can use Algorithm TWCAS� as a basis for an approxi-
mation scheme. However, an alternative is to use a similar
rounding approach for computing labels to the one outlined
above for the maximum lateness problem, which produces
equal-sized boxes for trial state elimination. The state vari-
ables are 
j� t1� t2�w� v�, where w denotes the number of
jobs in the later schedule. In the trial state generation step,
the values of w′, v′, w′′, and v′′ are given by w′ = w, v′ =
v+max�t1� r̄j+1�+pj+1, w

′′ = w+1, and v′′ = v+ t2+pj+1.
In the trial state labeling step, the label associated with a
state 
j +1� t′

1� t′
2�w′� v′� is 
j +1� �t′

2/�1��1�w′� �v/�2��2�,
where �1 = �P/2n2 and �2 = �P/2n. The analysis of the
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Table 3. Results for maximum time deviation
rescheduling problems.

Optimal NP- Worst-case Approximation
Objective algorithm completeness ratio bound scheme

∑
wjCj O
nPTW� BNPC 2 O

n4/�3� logP

· logW log
PW��

Cmax O
nT � BNPC 2 O
n2/��

Lmax O
nPT � BNPC 2 O
n2/�2�∑
Cj O
n2PT � BNPC 5/3 O
n6/�2�

Note. T � P .

algorithm is also similar to that for the maximum lateness
problem.

6. Concluding Remarks
This paper considers the issue of rescheduling to allow for
unexpected delays in the availability of new jobs, taking into
account the effect of this disruption on a previously planned
optimal schedule. The effect of disruption is measured by
the change in completion times for the jobs, relative to
the planned schedule. We consider the classical objective
of minimizing the total weighted completion time for the
scheduling cost, and model the amount of schedule change
as a constraint. We provide an optimal solution algorithm
that runs in reasonable computing time, a proof of binary
NP -completeness of the recognition version of the prob-
lem, a linear time approximation algorithm with an associ-
ated worst-case ratio bound that is fast enough for practical
implementation, and an approximation scheme. Three other
classical scheduling objectives are also similarly considered.
Our results are summarized in Table 3, where BNPC indi-
cates that the recognition version of the problem is binary
NP -complete.
Several important issues remain open for future research.

First, many of our results may be extendable to a more gen-
eral problem in which the initially unavailable jobs have
various release dates. Second, it would be valuable to extend
our work to consider other classical definitions of schedul-
ing cost. Third, there are other relevant measures of sched-
ule change that also require examination. For example, it is
shown in the online companion that deciding whether prob-
lem 1 � rR�

∑
�j � k � ·, i.e., with no objective function spec-

ified, has a feasible schedule is unary NP -complete. Fourth,
our work needs to be extended to include other manufactur-
ing environments such as flow shops and job shops. Fifth,
various disruptions besides those considered here and in
Hall and Potts (2004) occur frequently in practice and need
to be studied. We hope that our work will encourage further
research that will mitigate the effects of the disruptions that
occur frequently in manufacturing practice.

7. Electronic Companion
An electronic companion to this paper is available as part
of the online version that can be found at http://or.journal.
informs.org/.
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